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By Danielle Steel

Transworld Publishers Ltd, United Kingdom, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 178 x 110 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Her success has brought her everything - except what she
fears most New York. London. Milan. Paris. Fashion week in all four cities. A month of endless
interviews, parties, unflagging work and attention to detail. At the centre of the storm is Timmie O
Neill, whose renowned line, Timmie O , is the embodiment of casual chic, in fashion and for the
home. She has created an international empire that inspires, fills, and consumes her life. In a world
where humility and compassion are all too rare, Timmie s humour, kindness, integrity, and
creativity are inspirational. Yet as blessed as she feels by her success, she harbours the private
wounds of a devastating childhood and past tragedy. Always willing to take risks in business, she
never risks her heart - until an intriguing Frenchman comes into her life during Paris Fashion Week.
There is every reason why they must remain apart. But neither can deny their growing friendship
and the electricity that sparks whenever they meet. Are they brave enough to face what comes
next? And will they do it...
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ReviewsReviews

This book will never be straightforward to start on reading through but quite enjoyable to learn. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading
this one. Your lifestyle span will probably be convert once you complete reading this publication.
-- Dr. Kadin Hane DVM-- Dr. Kadin Hane DVM

This publication may be worth purchasing. it was actually writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. I am just happy to tell you that this is actually the very
best book i actually have study inside my personal life and can be he best ebook for actually.
-- Frank Nienow-- Frank Nienow
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